
SECRETS OF

TREATMENT
At last, an ADHD-f riendly plan to increase the odds of being successful and happy.
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If you think adventure is dangerous, try routine. It is lethal. - Paulo Coelho E$[Iilf[It

ByWilliam Dodson, M.D.
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IFE IS HARD FOR A PERSON WITH AN ADHD-
sryle nervous system. He is over-aroused and
disorganized most of the time, yet he has to
live with and enjoy neurorypical people in a

neuroqpical world. It is hard work, and it is best started
early, before bad habits and low self-esteem set in.

During his early years of development, no child,
whether he has ADHD or not, has the ability or insight
to participate in the therapeutic process. We should not
wait, though, to step in and assist children who have
ADHD. The earlierwe recognize that theyhave the con-
dition, and respond accordingly, the better for everyone.

The treatment tools that work for an ADHD-style
nervous system are comparatively easy to acquire. It is
hard, though, to undo the years ofharsh and unhelpful
feedback to which a person with ADHD has been ex-
posed. It is equally hard to undo adjustments and habits
that a person has built up over a lifetime to compensate
for a nervous system that plays by different rules.

So here is a treatment plan based on how ADHDers
think, feel, and live. One caution: ADHD treatment is at
high risk to fail unless a trusted significant other is in-
volved-and stays involved- from the beginning. For at
least the first year, the motivation for treatment and the
ability to see the benefits will reside primarily in some-
one other than the patient.

BE TRUE TO
YOUR ADHDER
I have been amazed, that some people with ADHD and
co-existing conditions grow up to be fully functioning
adults. They are successful in theirjobs and have strong
relationships. Theyraise healthy, resilient children (half
of whom also have ADHD-style nervous systems). What
is it about them and their upbringing that helped them
become happy, loving adults?

The most imponant factor is someone who unshak-
ablybelieves that the child or adultwithADHD is agood
person. A young child needs someone to tell her that
she is hardworking, intelligent, and loving: a parent,
brother or sister, a grandparent, neighbor, or a teacher.
This cheerleader distinguishes between the child's
worth and her achievements-to say, "I know you. I
knowthat if anyone couldhave been successful through
hard work and perseverance, you would have been.
Something we haven't yet identified must be gerting in
your way. I want you to know that I will stick with you
until we figure out what is getting inyourway and fix it."

Since most parents and spouses do not underqtand

how the ADHD brain is wired, they try what worked for
them as kids, or say what their parents told them when
they failed or fell short. The most common response is

to admonish the child and insist that he re-try the tech-
niques that just failed him. The implication is that the
chiid did something wrong or did not apply the tech-
nique hard enough or long enough. Either way, it is the
child who is wrong, not the technique. This approach
suggests that the child failed because he has a fundamen-
tal flaw. He has bad character ("You're lazy") or is con-
sciously defringyou ("You can do it if you really try").

The parent or non-ADHD spouse has to ask, and hon-
estly answer, the question: Do I really want my child or
spouse to be neuroqpical and do things the way I do
them? Ordo IwanthimtobethebestADHDerhecanbe?

KNOW THYADHD
ADHD therapy must start with understanding what
ADHD is, what is possible for the person to achieve, and
what is not. Accountabiliry and responsibility are good
things, but only if they lead to success. Such judgment
calls are among the most difncult that a parent, spouse,

. or loved one has to make. Sometimes it is not clearwhat
is possible andwhat is not. What is not possible nowmay
be possible later.

Do not hold people accountable for things that are
impossible for them to accomplish. This has been the ba-

sis of manytherapeutic methods that have never shown
lasting benefits. Their oniy outcome is serial failure. The
more the ADHD person loves the authority figure and
wants to please him, the greater the pain and frustration
offailure.

The personwithADHD should notbe the sole focus of
therapeutic intervention. It is important that everyone
in the family knows what is going on and how to be part
of the solution. It is also important to acknowledge the
problems encountered by other children in the family.
Most non-ADHD siblings spend their childhoods feeling
shortchanged or neglected because they were good and
didn't require a lot ofattention.

LEVEL THE NEUROLOGICAL
PLAYING FIELD
The successful treatment of ADHD symptoms should
include medication that is consistently taken. Several
years ago, a group ofpractitioners argued about whether
to require their clients to take medication before coming
to therapy sessions. They talked with other ADHD prac-
tices and research clinics to see what they did. We con-
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cluded that our clients should be on medication when
they came in for their sessions. If theyweren't, theywere
sent home and charged for the session.

My advice to ADHD patients and their spouses is:
) If you've tried ADHD counseling or coaching with-

out ADHD medication and didn't get the outcome you
expected, tryit again with medication.

) If you tried medication and did not like how you
felt on it, find a clinician with more experience treating
ADHD and try again. Most patients eventually find the
medication and the dose that work well without side
effects or changes in personality.

) For an ADHD child who might also have iearning
disabilities, the American Academy of Child and Adoles-
cent Psychiatry recommends that psycho-educational
testingwait until ADHD medication has been optimized.
Untreated ADHD may confuse the testing results.

> If the ADHDeT doesn't believe in medication, and
won't try it long enough to see what it has to offer, he is
insisting that things have to happen on his terms. Noth-
ing will change for the better. Not ADHD or anlthing
else. The recovery community embraces the acronym
HOW. So shouldtheADHD community:

r. Honescy-admit the effect that ADHD has had on
your life and on your loved ones

z. Openness-don't hold anything back out of fear of
being humiliated, blamed, or shamed

3. Willingness to do what it takes to take control of
your life.

Medication can return the patient's attention span,
impulsMty, and motor movements to higher levels.
With medication, most ADHDers are on a level playng
field, often for the first time in their lives.

SAY GOOD-BYE TO NON-ADHD
SOLUTIONS
Pills do not give skills. If patients normalize their s1'rnp-

toms with medication, but continue to approach the
tasks oflife with neurotypical techniques that will never
work for them, nothing changes. To develop confidence
that they can access their abilities on demand is a two-
step process.

First, they must finally and irrevocably abandon the
notion that the old techniques work. Second, they must
replace the failed techniques with new ones. This pro-
cess takes time, after years ofeffort and emotion invest-
ed in old techniques.

Your life will change when you truly understand the
workings of your nervous system and why the tech-
niques that work so well for neurotypical friends and
family members don't work foryou.

USE THE RIGHT THERAPY
TO MOTTVATE YOURSELF
If the importance of a task, and the rewards of complet-
ing it, don't motivate an ADHDeT to get things done,
what can he use to move him to action? As it turns out,

figuring out and embracing his deeply held values can
help an ADHDeT get things done and stay focused when
other things have failed.

Michael Manos and his colleagues at the Cleveland
Clinic have used Acceptance and Commitment Ther-
apy (ACT)-a third-generation cognitive behavioral
therapy developed by Stephen Hayes, Kelly Wilson, and
Kirk Strosahi in the late 'Bos for people with anxiety dis-
orders-to help ADHDers get things done.

The subtitle of one of the ACT manuals is "How to
Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life." A big impair-
ment reported by people with ADHD nervous systems
is that they spend too much time in their heads because
they are confused and hurt bythe neurotypical world.

Hayes's ACT manual works for ADHDers because
it recognizes that the concept of importance-meet-
ing a deadline or doing something that your boss con-
siders imponant-is not a motivator for people with
ADHD and arxiety. ACT solves the problem by helping
ADHDers use their values-which give their lives mean-
ing and purpose-to motivate them to be productive.

With ACT, patients are asked what matters most to
them. What are the important things that give meaning
to life? What aspect of their life has made a difference
to themselves, to their family, and to their community
or their profession? Some people value their family the
most. For others, it might be setting a record or gaining
fame. For otherADHDers, it maybe faith in God.

I ask myADHD patients whether they are engaged in
something meaningful that reflects their values. I ask
them to ask themselves several times a day, "Am I doing
something that matters to me?" This puts the person in
touch with his values.

Generally, after several weeks of doing ACT, a patient
has several ways to access his abilities when he needs
them. He knows the paths to success.

FILL YOUR TOOLBOX
It is imponant to remind a personwithADHD thatthere
is more that works about her than is broken. Given the
problern-solving abilities of ADHDers, the compensa-
tions they make, and their determination to succeed, it
isn't surprising that oniy ro percent or so ofpeople with
ADHD are diagnosed and given treatment.

Once newly diagnosed people are on the right medi-
cation, I ask them to make an inventory ofthings they do
right-a list ofwhat has worked andhas gotten them this
far. I ask them to carry paper and a pen with them every-
where they go. When ADDers come out of the "zone,"
only then do theyrealize that theywere in the zone. I ask
them to think about their experience ofbeing engaged,
productive, and energized. When did it happen? What
took them out ofthe zone and what got them back in it?

After a month, theywill have listed zo or so techniques
that they know work for them. It is their bag of tricks to
use when they are procraStinating or being frustrated by
their lack of productiviry.

To insure that
a child with
ADHD gets

into a desired
course, have

an accom-
modation

written into
his IEP that
allows him

to register
ahead of his

classmates

and to choose
a teacher

who works
wellwith

ADHD and

LD kids.
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SPARK INTEREST WHEN
YOU AREN'T ENGAGED
If work were always exciting and engaging, they wouldn't
have to pay us to do it. ADHDers have to create interest
where none exists to access their talents and abilities.

) A first-year medical student with ADHD was flunk-
inggross anatomy. He sawthe course as an onerous task
of memorizing 2oo,ooo meaningiess names and facts.
He had a teacher who saw that he was bright enough to
do the work if he could engage with the subject marter.

They tried many things. Then the teacher asked him
whom he admired. The student had idolized John Ken-
nedy in his youth. It was the idealism that Kennedy
aroused in him that led him to go to medical school.

The teacher asked him to imagine that he had gradu-
ated from medical school and was now an emergency
room physician at Parkland Memorial Hospital, in Dal-
las. He asked the student to imagine that they had just
wheeled President Kennedy in on a gurney with a bullet
wound to the neck, and he had to know the anatomy of
the neck perfecrly to save Kennedy's life.

With this technique and others like it, the young
man was able to access his intellectual abilities when he
needed them. He graduated second in his class. He
deveioped dozens ofways to inject urgencyinto the tasks
of life. He thrived in medicine as a diagnostician, because
each patient presented him with a new mystery to solve.

CHANGE THE
FORMAT OF A TASK
People with ADHD find it hard ro demonstrate what rhey
knowto someone else. Manychildrenwho knowthe ma-
terial aren't able to show it on a test. They struggle with
the ways they are required to demonstrate that knowi-
edge. To tap into their strengths, ADHDers should look
forways to access their abilities.

) A young man with ADHD struggled with writing
assignments in his junior year of high school. He had to
read books that he would have never chosen himself,
and he couldn't get excited about analyzing these boring
books. Each assignment was torture. After encourage-
ment from his parents, he talked with the teacher about
another way he could demonstrate his knowledge. He
could write parodies of the books he read rather than
analyze each one.

This student demonstrated abettergrasp ofthe style,
language, and structure of the assigned reading than
anyone else in the c1ass. At the end ofthe year, he was
awardedthe English department's prize forbest student.

GRAB THE
REINS AT SCHOOL'
Adults and kids with ADHD want someone else to put
things right or ro make things interesring. Usually, if
things are going to be interesting and engaging, we have
to take steps to make it so.

) Be proactive with course assignments. If there

are five English courses from which to choose, find out
which instructors are bright, engaging, funny, and cre-
ative. Sit in on some classes. Ask people who have taken
their courses what they are like. An interesting teacher
will increase the chance to finish the course and get anA.
To insure that a child gets into a desired course, have an
accommodation written into his IEP that allows him to
register ahead of his classmates and to choose a teacher
whoworkswellwithADHD and LD kids.

CREATE
COMPETITION
People with ADHD are able to master new jobs and ac-
tMties quickly, only to lose interesr in the things they
just mastered. Challenge and competitiveness can help.
Trying to beat a personal best or a rival, or imagining the
task as a video game in which you have to get to the nexr
level, canwork for manyADHDers.

) A man with ADHD worked in quality control at a

local bottling plant. He had the mind-numbing job of
picking out bottles with defects as theywhizzedby ona
conveyorbelt. He couldn't focus.

He hit on the idea of imagining that he was going
pheasant hunting, one ofhis favorite sports. He saw the
imperfect bottles as birds that might jump up at his feet.
His productMty and accuracy improved. When he got
tired ofpheasant hunting, he imagined hitting a baseball
everytime he found a defective bottle.

FIND A NUDGE
Body-doubling is a technique used by tutors. It can help
in the workplace, as well.
' ) FredisanattorneywithADHDwhowas exhausted
from tryingto meet deadlines just before they came due.
He arranged with his paralegal to manage his time and
docket. He kept his desk clear of distractions, and his
paralegal brought him one case at a time. They discussed
each case and decided what needed to be done before he
started on the task. The paralegal checked back every r5
minutes to see if he was still working. At the apprbpriate
time, the paralegal took away the original flle, billed the
hours, and body-doubled Fred into the nexr task.

At first, Fred was embarrassed about having a body
double, saying, "I feel like a child." His productiviry, bill-
able hours, and improved quality of life soon won him
over. "The product is still mine," he said. "I just need a

nudge to get me started."
Most of these techniques work well for ADHDers at

work and at home. So start today to move forward with
yourlife. A

WILLIAM DODSON, M.D., board-certifred in psychiatry,

specializes in treating adult ADHD at The Dodson ADHD
CenteI in Greenwood Village, Colorado. This article is

adapted from his forthcoming bookWhatYou Wishyour
Doctor KnewAbout ADHD.He $a frequent contributor
to ADDitude.

ACT therapy
acknowledges
that knowing
the importance
of a task doesn't
motivate an

ADHDerto
get started
on it. ACT

solves the
problem by

having a

person use
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to get him to
act and stay

focused.
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